In October 2013, I was the invited keynote speaker at a conference on cesarean birth held in Stölpen, Germany (just east of Dresden). The conference was sponsored by ISPPM (International Society for Pre and Perinatal Psychology and Medicine).

being introduced by the ISPPM president (translator is at left)

during the talk

“Pink Teddy” that I had as a child
Stories from a Journey through a Different Doorway

Jane English - ISPPM - October 18, 2013
I am here as a person born cesarean 71 years ago, a person who has some stories to tell.

I am not here as a specimen “c-section” to be studied.

Nor are my stories scientific data about cesarean birth.
But first, I do have a story about science . . .

A policeman said to a man under a streetlight,

“What are you looking for.”
“My keys”
“Where did you last have them?”
“Over there in the park.”
“Then why are you looking here?”
“Because it is light here.”

In a similar way, science sheds a strong light,
but in a limited area,
not necessarily where all the answers are.
My science background is a PhD in experimental sub-atomic particle physics, but this presentation goes beyond conventional science.

A Hungarian anthropologist once said that in his language the word for *scientist* and the word for *shaman* are the same word.

Both the scientist and the shaman journey into the unknown.

The scientist looks outside at the physical world.
The shaman looks within to the world of consciousness.

Both share the stories of their adventures with their community upon return from the journey.

Perhaps I am such a storyteller.

*Stories are data with a soul.* —Brene Brown
I do not have stories of the mother who gives birth by cesarean.

Nor do I discuss the important question of there being too many cesarean births.

My stories are those of a person for whom cesarean birth is a fact.

It is how I arrived here on Earth.
THE FACTS OF MY BIRTH

I was born non-labor cesarean in 1942 in Boston

My mother had ether anesthesia

The incision was the vertical "classic" cut

The cesarean was planned because my older brother was cesarean

The birth was done two weeks early because the doctor had his wedding scheduled near the due date

I was not brought to my mother for 24 hours

I refused to nurse.
My sense is that my mother smelled bad because of the ether

I was finally fed formula after 48 hours
For 40 years I have been consciously exploring what it means to be born non-labor cesarean . . .

In 1973 I heard about "primal therapy" which involved regression to birth.

Soon after that I had the initiatory dream that is shown in the pdf of my art that is on my website (link is on the last page here)

I realized that how I was born was “a difference that makes a difference.”

During the next few years the depths of my psyche erupted into conscious awareness through dreams, body work and psychological process work.

Somehow I understood it was important to make a record of my journey through art and journal writing.
In 1977, I met Stan Grof and saw his slide show of traditional art and art by his patients that is a map of the journey through vaginal birth.

But his map did not fit my territory. So I began to make my own map, using my art and that of a couple of other cesarean born people.

This led to my book

*Different Doorway: Adventures of a Cesarean Born.*

After it was rejected by 10 publishers, I published it myself, in 1985, just in time to bring books to the 2nd Congress of APPPAH, where I presented a slide show of the journey through cesarean birth.
I went on to speak at both Transpersonal and Perinatal Psychology conferences, including the ISPPM conference in 1995 in Heidelberg, which some of you may remember.

Most recently, 6 years of working with a traditional shaman from Greenland has led to the healing of things that had frustrated several otherwise capable therapists I had worked with along the way.

This has been a long, intense, and ultimately very satisfying journey of unfolding what had been hidden within me and then giving it out to the world for others to use as trail markers on their own journeys.
What follows is

A Journey Through Cesarean Birth

with art I made in the late 1970’s when I was in my 30’s *before* I had watched a cesarean birth

it includes 3 paintings by Rosemary Jellison --
a non-labor cesarean born therapist

and video clips of actual cesarean births
For the next few minutes, just be with the images in silence, paying attention to what they evoke in you --

sensations in your body

emotions

images

thoughts
in the womb
oceanic oneness

im Gebärmutter
ungeheuere Einheit
something changes
a chemical feeling
nausea
ether anesthesia

etwas verändert sich
ein chemisches Gefühl
Übelkeit
Ether
die Anästhesie
The Ether Demon
dream of a baby suffocating, drowning

Traum eines erstickenden, ertrinkenden Babys
the pregnant castle & fire within

die schwangere Burg & innenliegenden Feuer
head out, body still inside

Kopf heraus, Körper noch drinnen
fragmented
incoherent
touch
one of the gifts
Now back into the world of words . . .

The visual images we have just seen, along with the ones in my poster display, give the feeling of my own non-labor cesarean birth.

For a long time I struggled with accepting those rather violent dreams and images that came from within me. How could such a cute little baby be carrying all that?

Not until I was juxtaposing my art with the video clips for this presentation did I fully understand that what came from within me really is congruent with what I had experienced at birth.

“Birth. This is where I came from.”
Overview... a dream from 1979

I am at a seminar.
A male leader speaks about a process, about what the person involved would experience.
I feel the process is scary.
Some I see happening to a small naked person.
Other times it is happening to me.
He says, “And we do it like this.”
Pulled by the head backward. Being arched forcefully back. Pain and resistance in my chest.
The people around are horrified.
Then he says, “And this is cesarean birth.”
I experience a great flood of all kinds of emotions.
Then we are in a plowed field. I am lying on the ground on my right side. The group leader is now a large man with golden hair. We are both naked. He lies on top of my left side, pressing me into the earth. I experience and release all the hurt, fear, and anger I had felt in the birth. It is a healing. I feel awe and gratitude.

Later I am in the same field re-planting some uprooted beets. Someone asks me what had happened, and I describe what I had experienced, but I feel I am not communicating well.

Then I am riding in a car with someone who I think is a friend. But she belittles my experience. I feel hurt.

I awoke here.

*The beets are like hearts.*
*I had stuffed them back into the ground.*
*Even in the dream I lost the feeling of awe and gratitude, to say nothing of bringing it into waking.*
*But now, over 30 years later, I have come to terms with my birth and no longer hide my heart.*
SOME ANECDOTES

Twice I saw a person reacting to a stressful situation in a way that seemed unusual but also very familiar to me. I later found out that each of them was born non-labor cesarean.

I have a friend who worked as receptionist for her psychiatrist husband. Knowing me well and knowing my writing about cesarean birth, she was able to tell which of her husband’s new patients were cesarean born. They were startled when she asked them if they were cesarean born. “How could you tell?” they would exclaim.

I have another friend who works as a rebirther and is herself cesarean born. She told me that when she is in a big room full of people lying on the floor, expressing emotions and doing the rebirthing fast breathing, she can immediately tell by how they are moving which ones were cesarean born.
I was talking and laughing with a 5-year-old non-labor cesarean born boy. He said something about “a hundred-million years-ago.”

I asked him, “How far back do you really remember?

“Back to zero,” he replied

“What happened then?”

“I was born”

“What was that like?”

“It didn’t feel good and it made me angry.”

“What about it didn’t feel good?”

He didn’t reply but closed his eyes, and his face began to quiver.

Then he opened his eyes and talked about something else.
The rebirther I mentioned a moment ago uses this metaphor to describe cesarean birth:

*Imagine you are sleeping peacefully in a quiet, warm, dark place. All of a sudden a crowd of people burst into the room, turn on bright lights, open the windows and let in a lot of cold air, make strange noises, yank the covers off you, pick you up by the feet and start poking at you.*

*Oh, and during all this your supply of food and oxygen is abruptly cut off and you are supposed suddenly to know how to breathe.*

*Everything you have ever known has disappeared.*

For the child, non-labor cesarean birth is abrupt separation, with no preparation.
BIRTH LEARNING

One concept that has been useful to me is that of what I call birth learning, what one learns during birth.

The context into which a child is born becomes their first impression of the world. Is it quiet or noisy? Too bright or gently dim? Full of open-hearted people or populated by tense efficient people?

I think of various indigenous tribes who protect the mother and child in darkness for days before introducing the new being to that great light, the sun.

One of the good things a non-labor cesarean born person learns is that quick change is possible. Just gather a skilled group of people and let them assist you in a huge transformation -- without “laboring” over it.

This skill is much needed in today’s world.
Another issue related to cesarean birth is personal boundaries --
the apparent lack of boundaries
or different boundaries
boundaries that are very permeable

Coming into the world without the experience of labor,
one is like a sponge,
taking on the emotional ambiance of the birthing room.

(And yes, I know it is an operating room, but I like calling it a *birthing room*
to remind us that this is not just an ordinary operation. A new person is coming into the world.)

What are the implications of the child being like a sponge?
Everyone in the room needs to be aware that, to some extent, the person
being born does feel the emotions of everyone in the room.

There needs to be a balance of professional competence with a genuine
heart-felt welcoming of this new person.
In particular, attention needs to be paid to how the people present feel about all the blood and cutting involved in a cesarean birth, what might be called the “yuck factor.”

And in the overview dream I showed a few minutes ago, the people there were horrified.

The child with its wide-open boundaries feels all this and has no way of not taking it personally.

This emotional ambiance is it’s first impression of the world.

We need to learn to be present at a cesarean delivery, just as it is to see the beauty of the inside of a human body to be open-hearted and welcoming to this new person.

It would be good to have someone there whose sole responsibility is to be connected with the child on an inner level, what some call “energetically.”
Since I just mentioned “energy,” this is a good point to talk a bit about how this exploration of cesarean birth led me to a much expanded worldview.

As my journey unfolded I found myself needing to accept realities that are beyond the ordinary five senses. This would have been problematic for my scientific self had I not had experience with quantum physics.

That is a whole other story that I won’t tell here except to say that the wave-particle paradox in quantum physics functioned for me much the same way as a “koan” does in Zen Buddhism. It was a riddle whose answer is a shift in consciousness, rather than a logical solution.

Much of my thinking on quantum physics is in my book, *Fingers Pointing to the Moon* -- see it at:

www.eheart.com/BOOKS/fingers.html
The question of boundaries is also about identity, about sense of self.

One finds the sense of self in relation to another person.

An old Chinese classic text says, 
“If there is no other, there is no I.”

In labor, in vaginal birth, the child is in an intense relationship with the mother.

Neither one is really in control and the outcome is unknown -- life or death.

Having not experienced this I can only guess, but it seems to me that it is in this intense “no-rules” encounter that one forms a sense of one’s own being, both physically and emotionally.
I spent years searching for such a relationship.

My marriage did not provide it.

Nor did a series of therapy and body-work relationships with their expectations about boundaries. I had no feel for where those boundaries were so either withdrew too far or unwittingly crossed the boundaries and was criticized.

What did work, what brought me home to myself, was a “no-rules” relationship with a traditional indigenous shaman.

He understood how to connect with me on all levels and then support me in expanding my ordinary reality connection to him into connection between us in energy and dreamtime and then into a non-specific, global sense of connectedness that is now transforming my life.

Again, the solution required my accepting the reality of something beyond what we know through our five senses.
It has been said that the hormones of labor help the mother to forget the pain of giving birth.

Psychologist Thomas Armstrong suggested that these same hormones make the arriving child forget where they came from, the realms of spirit that are one’s home before birth and after death.

He compares the hormones to the water of the River Lethe in Greek mythology, the drink that causes one to forget their previous life in the spirit world as they are born.
So what is the situation for a non-labor cesarean born person. Do we have an easier connection to the world of spirit? I think so.

But this does not make us more enlightened as we have not done the hard work of attaining this spiritual opening. I have been told that I seem to have had transpersonal experiences but often have negative associations with them. Is this because as a child what seemed real to me was laughed at and called nonsense by people around me?
The 1884 book, *Flatland*, is the story of three-dimensional beings in a two-dimensional world.

A sphere moving through the two-dimensional plane of Flatland first appears as a point, then an expanding circle, then a shrinking circle, then it disappears. The inhabitants of Flatland think this visitor is strange, even calling it crazy.

Many years ago, when I was visiting with an older woman who was born non-labor cesarean, she listened intently as I spoke of what I was learning about the implications of having been born non-labor cesarean.

Then she interrupted me, exclaiming, “I’m like that too, You mean I’m not crazy?”

We need to be careful to not judge those whose way of being in the world is different from our own.
LABORING WITH

Let’s consider that we might need to be laboring with a non-labor cesarean born person, after they are physically born.

Many people other than the mother get to do part of this labor -- the father, grandparents, siblings, and teachers.

This can be a time of “giving birth” -- of giving the new one the gifts of how to be in this world.

It is much better to give the teachings about boundaries and about relationship as gifts, rather than criticizing the cesarean born person for not knowing things they never were taught.

In my own journey dealing with the unconscious judgments I met was as hard as, or maybe even harder than, coming to terms with the actual birth trauma I carried.
A DIFFERENT NATIVE CULTURE

Cesarean born people have a somewhat different native culture, especially those born without labor.

And like any minority, they often find themselves “in trouble” over not meeting the unconscious expectations of the majority.

A woman who had a class of so-called learning-disabled children discovered that 19 of the 21 children were born cesarean. Were they really all learning-disabled? Or just not behaving as vaginally born children might be expected to?

The same woman told me of a paper that was published in an obscure criminology journal about the higher percentage of cesarean born people in prisons and mental hospitals.

It is important to remember that this is true of many other minorities as well.
“APPRECIATION OF DIFFERENCES”

This was a favorite saying of a cesarean born friend of mine. We would do well to take his advice and remember to appreciate, not judge, the differences of cesarean born people.

This is not always easy to do unless we do the hard work of becoming conscious of our own birth learning, so that we can learn that “my way is not the only way.”
SOME CLOSING POINTS

Approach birth as a ceremony, the welcoming of a new person, whether the birth be vaginal or cesarean.

Make the appropriate changes to cesarean procedures to recognize this perspective.

Some good first steps in this direction are shown in the video, *The “Natural” Family-Centered Cesarean* from the Jentle Childbirth Foundation -- www.jentlechildbirth.org.uk

Accept and welcome, as parts of a different native culture, those differences in cesarean born people that cannot be changed by any technique or procedure.

Continue to explore what it means to be a person, going beyond the differences and finding our common humanity.
VIDEO OF A GENTLE CESAREAN BIRTH

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=281847277161059

(source of this video — https://drpereztomasone.com )
This might be seen as a perfect cesarean birth.

Yet there still are the questions of boundaries and of process.

Who will give the gift of boundaries to this child?

How will this child act in the world, get from here to there?

Will people around this child accept in a non-judgmental way his or her different way of being and of doing?

There is still much to learn. I do not have all the answers.

Perhaps some of you will be the ones who answer these questions. . . . . .
For details about the artwork and for the dreams that were the source of some of the art see cesareanvoices.com/CBart.pdf

or for a bilingual English/German version, see cesareanvoices.com/CBart-English-German.pdf

also see the many articles at the Cesarean Voices website cesareanvoices.com

Pre and perinatal psychology websites:
birthpsychology.com and isppm.ngo

EARTH HEART
www.eheart.com